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Abstract—Photo sharing is an attractive feature which popularizes online social networks (OSNs). Unfortunately, it may leak

users’ privacy if they are allowed to post, comment, and tag a photo freely. In this paper, we attempt to address this issue and

study the scenario when a user shares a photo containing individuals other than himself/herself (termed co-photo for short). To

prevent possible privacy leakage of a photo, we design a mechanism to enable each individual in a photo be aware of the posting

activity and participate in the decision making on the photo posting. For this purpose, we need an efficient facial recognition (FR)

system that can recognize everyone in the photo. However, more demanding privacy setting may limit the number of the photos

publicly available to train the FR system. To deal with this dilemma, our mechanism attempts to utilize users’ private photos to

design a personalized FR system specifically trained to differentiate possible photo co-owners without leaking their privacy. We

also develop a distributed consensus-based method to reduce the computational complexity and protect the private training set.

We show that our system is superior to other possible approaches in terms of recognition ratio and efficiency. Our mechanism is

implemented as a proof of concept Android application on Facebook’s platform.

Index Terms—Social network, photo privacy, secure multi-party computation, support vector machine, collaborative learning
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1 INTRODUCTION

OSNS have become integral part of our daily life and has
profoundly changed the way we interact with each

other, fulfilling our social needs-the needs for social interac-
tions, information sharing, appreciation and respect. It is
also this very nature of social media that makes people put
more content, including photos, over OSNs without too
much thought on the content. However, once something,
such as a photo, is posted online, it becomes a permanent
record, which may be used for purposes we never expect.
For example, a posted photo in a party may reveal a
connection of a celebrity to a mafia world. Because OSN
users may be careless in posting content while the effect is so
far-reaching, privacy protection over OSNs becomes an
important issue.Whenmore functions such as photo sharing
and tagging are added, the situation becomes more compli-
cated. For instance, nowadays we can share any photo as we
like onOSNs, regardless ofwhether this photo contains other
people (is a co-photo) or not. Currently there is no restriction
with sharing of co-photos, on the contrary, social network

service providers like Facebook are encouraging users to
post co-photos and tag their friends in order to get more peo-
ple involved. However, what if the co-owners of a photo are
not willing to share this photo? Is it a privacy violation to
share this co-photo without permission of the co-owners?
Should the co-owners have some control over the co-photos?

To answer these questions,we need to elaborate on the pri-
vacy issues over OSNs. Traditionally, privacy is regarded as a
state of social withdrawal. According to Altman’s privacy
regulation theory [1], [15], privacy is a dialectic and dynamic
boundary regulation process where privacy is not static but
“a selective control of access to the self or to ones group”. In this
theory, “dialectic” refers to the openness and closeness of self
to others and “dynamic” means the desired privacy level
changes with time according to environment. During the pro-
cess of privacy regulation, we strive to match the achieved
privacy level to the desired one. At the optimum privacy
level, we can experience the desired confidence when we
want to hide or enjoy the desired attention when we want to
show. However, if the actual level of privacy is greater than
the desired one, we will feel lonely or isolated; on the other
hand, if the actual level of privacy is smaller than the desired
one, wewill feel over-exposed and vulnerable.

Unfortunately, on most current OSNs, users have no con-
trol over the information appearing outside their profile
page. In [21], Thomas et al. examine how the lack of joint pri-
vacy control can inadvertently reveal sensitive information
about a user. To mitigate this threat, they suggest Facebook’s
privacy model to be adapted to achieve multi-party privacy.
Specifically, there should be a mutually acceptable privacy
policy determining which information should be posted and
shared. To achieve this, OSN users are asked to specify a
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privacy policy and a exposure policy. Privacy policy is used
to define group of users that are able to access a photo when
being the owner, while exposure policy is used to define
group of users that are able to access when being a co-owner.
These two policies will together mutually specify how a co-
photo could be accessed. However, before examining these
policies, finding identities in co-photos is the first and proba-
bly the most import step. In the rest of this paper we will
focus on a RF engine to find identities on a co-photo.

FR problems over OSNs are easier than a regular FR prob-
lem because the contextual information of OSN could be uti-
lized for FR [20]. For example, people showing up together
on a co-photo are very likely to be friends on OSNs, and
thus, the FR engine could be trained to recognize social
friends (people in social circle) specifically. Training techni-
ques could be adapted from the off-the-shelf FR training
algorithms, but how to get enough training samples is tricky.
FR enginewith higher recognition ratio demandsmore train-
ing samples (photos of each specific person), but online
photo resources are often insufficient. Users care about
privacy are unlikely to put photos online. Perhaps it is
exactly those peoplewho really want to have a photo privacy
protection scheme. To break this dilemma, we propose a
privacy-preserving distributed collaborative training system
as our FR engine. In our system, we ask each of our users to
establish a private photo set of their own. We use these
private photos to build personal FR engines based on the
specific social context and promise that during FR training,
only the discriminating rules are revealed but nothing else.

With the training data (private photo sets) distributed
among users, this problem could be formulated as a typical
secure multi-party computation problem. Intuitively, we
may apply cryptographic technique to protect the private
photos, but the computational and communication cost
may pose a serious problem for a large OSN. In this paper,
we propose a novel consensus-based approach to achieve
efficiency and privacy at the same time. The idea is to let
each user only deal with his/her private photo set as the
local train data and use it to learn out the local training
result. After this, local training results are exchanged among
users to form a global knowledge. In the next round, each
user learns over his/hers local data again by taking the
global knowledge as a reference. Finally the information
will be spread over users and consensus could be reached.
We show later that by performing local learning in parallel,
efficiency and privacy could be achieved at the same time.

Comparing with previous works, our contributions are
as follows.

1) In our paper, the potential owners of shared items
(photos) can be automatically identified with/with-
out user-generated tags.

2) We propose to use private photos in a privacy-
preserving manner and social contexts to derive a
personal FR engine for any particular user.

3) Orthogonal to the traditional cryptographic solution,
we propose a consensus-based method to achieve
privacy and efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review the related works. Section 3 presents the formula-
tion of our problem and the assumptions in our study. In
Section 4, we give a detailed description of the proposed

mechanism, followed by Section 5, conducting performance
analysis of the proposed mechanism. In Section 6, we
describe our implementation on Android platform with the
Facebook SDK and the extensive experiments to validate
the accuracy and efficiency of our system. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In [12], Mavridis et al. study the statistics of photo sharing
on social networks and propose a three realms model: “a
social realm, in which identities are entities, and friendship
a relation; second, a visual sensory realm, of which faces are
entities, and co-occurrence in images a relation; and third, a
physical realm, in which bodies belong, with physical prox-
imity being a relation.” They show that any two realms are
highly correlated. Given information in one realm, we can
give a good estimation of the relationship of the other realm.
In [19], [20], Stone et al., for the first time, propose to use the
contextual information in the social realm and co-photo
relationship to do automatic FR. They define a pairwise con-
ditional random field (CRF) model to find the optimal joint
labeling by maximizing the conditional density. Specifically,
they use the existing labeled photos as the training samples
and combine the photo co-occurrence statistics and baseline
FR score to improve the accuracy of face annotation. In [6],
Choi et al. discuss the difference between the traditional FR
system and the FR system that is designed specifically for
OSNs. They point out that a customized FR system for each
user is expected to be much more accurate in his/her own
photo collections. A similar work is done in [5], in which
Choi et al. propose to use multiple personal FR engines to
work collaboratively to improve the recognition ratio. Spe-
cifically, they use the social context to select the suitable FR
engines that contain the identity of the queried face image
with high probability.

While intensive research interests lie in FR engines
refined by social connections, the security and privacy
issues in OSNs also emerge as important and crucial
research topics. In [17], the privacy leakage caused by the
poor access control of shared data in Web 2.0 is well stud-
ied. To deal with this issue, access control schemes are
proposed in [13] and [4]. In these works, flexible access
control schemes based on social contexts are investigated.
However, in current OSNs, when posting a photo, a user
is not required to ask for permissions of other users
appearing in the photo. In [2], Besmer and Lipford study
the privacy concerns on photo sharing and tagging fea-
tures on Facebook. A survey was conducted in [2] to
study the effectiveness of the existing countermeasure of
untagging and shows that this countermeasure is far from
satisfactory: users are worrying about offending their
friends when untagging. As a result, they provide a tool
to enable users to restrict others from seeing their photos
when posted as a complementary strategy to protect pri-
vacy. However, this method will introduce a large num-
ber of manual tasks for end users. In [18], Squicciarini
et al. propose a game-theoretic scheme in which the pri-
vacy policies are collaboratively enforced over the shared
data. Each user is able to define his/her privacy policy
and exposure policy. Only when a photo is processed
with owner’s privacy policy and co-owner’s exposure
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policy could it be posted. However, the co-owners of a co-
photo cannot be determined automatically, instead,
potential co-owners could only be identified by using the
tagging features on the current OSNs.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND HYPOTHESES

3.1 Privacy Policy and Exposure Policy

In this paper, we assume that each user i has a privacy pol-
icy PiðxÞ and a exposure policy ViðxÞ for a specific photo x.
The privacy policy PiðxÞ indicates the set of users who can
access photo x and exposure policy ViðxÞ indicates the set of
users who can access xwhen user i is involved. After people
on co-photo x are recognized with our algorithm as a set I ,
the set of users who follow both the privacy policy and
exposure policy could be calculated by:

S ¼ PiðxÞ
\
k2I

VkðxÞ: (1)

We assume that our users have defined their privacy pol-
icy and exposure policy and these policies are modifiable.
The exposure policy is treated as a private data that shall not
be revealed, and a secure set intersection protocol [11] is
used to find the access policy S in 1. After the access policy S
is established, the co-photo xwill be sharedwith users in S.

3.2 FR with Social Contexts

An FR engine for a large-scale social network may require
discriminating millions of individuals. It seems to be a
daunting task that could never be accomplished. However,
when we decompose it into several personal FR engines, the
situation will change for better. Social contexts contains a
large amount of useful information which could be utilized
as a priori knowledge to help the facial recognition [19]. In
[12], Mavridis et al. develop a three-realm model to study
facial recognition problems on OSN photos. The three
realms include a social realm, in which identities are enti-
ties, and friendship a relation; a visual sensory realm, of
which faces are entities and occurrence in images a relation;
and a physical realm, in which bodies belong, with physical
proximity being a relation. It is shown that the relationship
in the social realm and physical realm are highly correlated
with the relationship in the visual sensory realm. In this
manner, we can use the social context to construct a priori
distribution Pi over the identities on the co-photos for
user i. With this priori distribution, while trying to recog-
nize people on the co-photos, the FR engine could focus on
a small portion of “close” friends (friends who are geo-
graphically close and interacting frequently with user i).

Fig. 1 shows a relational graph in the visual sensory realm.
We assume that for user i, we can define a threshold on the
priori distribution Pi to get a small group of identities
consisting of i and his one-hop neighbors (e.g., close friends),
denoted as the neighborhood Bi. Then our goal for the per-
sonal FR at user i is to differentiate users in Bi. For example,
in Fig. 1, if Bob has a co-photo, we assume that users appear
in the photo are among the set of fDivid, Eve, Tom, Bobg.

3.3 FR System

We assume that useri has a photo set of size Ni of himself/
herself as his/her private training samples (say, stored on

his/her own device such as smart phone). From the private
photo set, a user detects and extracts the faces on each photo
with the standard face detection method [23]. For each face,
a vector of size p is extracted as the feature vector. Then, for
user i, his/her private training set could be written as xi of
size Ni � p. In the rest of this paper, we use one record and
one photo interchangeably to refer one row in xi.

With the private training set, each userwill have a personal
FR engine to identify his/her one-hop neighbors. The
personal FR can be constructed as a multi-class classification
system, where each class is corresponding to one user (him-
self/herself or one friend). In the rest of this paper, we use one
class interchangeably with the appearance of one user. In the
realm of machine learning, usually a multi-class classification
system is constructed by combining several binary classifiers
together with the one of the following strategies [7]:

� One-against-all method uses winner-take-all strategy.
It constructs n binary classifiers for each of n classes.
The goal of each binary classifier is to distinguish
one class from the rest with a decision function.
Hence, the ith decision function fi is trained by
taking records from user i as positive samples and
the records from all the other users as the negative
samples. When a testing record x comes, if fi con-
cludes that it belongs to class i, x is labeled as class i.

� One-against-one method uses max-voting-win strat-
egy. It constructs nðn� 1Þ=2 binary classifiers, in
which each classifier is aimed to distinguish two
classes. The idea is that if we can distinguish any
two classes, then we can identify any of them. Hence,
classifier uij is constructed by taking records from i

as positive samples and records from j as negative
ones. Later on when we are trying to identify a test
record x, if uij concludes that x is in class i, then
the vote of class i is added by one. After testing all
the nðn� 1Þ=2 classifiers, x is assigned to the class
with the largest voting value.

However, no matter which method we use, it requires a
centralized node to access all the training samples from
each class, which is conflicting with our promise that the
private training samples will not be disclosed during the
whole process. In the rest of this paper we will focus on
how to build the personal FR engines without disclosing
the private photo sets. Notice that the identification criterion
could be asymmetric between different personal FR
engines, which means that the way how David finds out
Bob and how Bob finds out David are not the same as
shown in Fig. 1. The reason is that, for Bob, his personal FR
engine only knows how to find out David from the candi-
date set (”suspects” for short) of fBob, David, Eve, Tomg,
while for David, his personal FR only knows how to find

Fig. 1. A friendship graph in visual sensory realm.
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out Bob from the suspects of fAlice, Bob, David, Tomg. In
other words, with different friend sets (friendship graph) at
each node, the personal FR engines are trained with differ-
ent negative training samples.

4 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we present the detailed description of our
system. Generally speaking, the consensus result could be
achieve by iteratively refining the local training result: first,
each user performs local supervised learning only with its
own training set, then the local results are exchanged
among collaborators to form a global knowledge. In the
next round, the global knowledge is used to regularize the
local training until convergence. In this section, first, we use
a toy system with two users to demonstrate the principle of
our design. Then, we discuss how to build a general per-
sonal FR with more than two users. Finally, we discuss the
scalability of our design at the large scale of OSNs.

4.1 A Toy System

Suppose there are only two users user1 and user2 with
private training data x1 and x2. In order to distinguish
them, we only need to find a binary decision function
fð�Þ. When a probing sample x comes, if fðxÞ > 0, x
belongs to user1 and vice versa. In this paper, the deci-
sion function is determined by the support vector
machine as fðxÞ ¼ Kðw; xÞ þ b, where Kð�; �Þ is the kernel
function and we use linear kernel for the ease of presen-
tation. For the training samples xi of size Ni � p, where
Ni is the number of training samples, and p is the num-
ber of features in each training sample. Denote u as
u ¼ ½w; b� of size ðpþ 1Þ � 1, Xi as Xi ¼ ½xi; 1� of size
Ni � ðpþ 1Þ and Yi is a Ni �Ni diagonal matrix indicat-
ing class labels of samples in Xi on its diagonal
elements. Let X1 denote the positive sample set, X2 the
negative sample set and a diagonal matrix P is con-
structed as a ðpþ 1Þ � ðpþ 1Þ diagonal matrix with
Pði; iÞ ¼ 1 for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p and Pðpþ 1; pþ 1Þ ¼ 0. Then,
the decision function fð�Þ can be obtained by solving the
following problem:

min
u;�1�0;�2�0

1

2
uTPuþ Ck�1k þ Ck�2k

s.t. Y1X1u � 1� �1;

Y2X2u � 1� �2:

(2)

In problem (2), by minimizing 1
2u

TPu, we find u that
maximizes the margin between the positive and negative
training set. The constraints are used to ensure that the deci-
sion function satisfies the training set. �i is a set of slack vari-
ables in case the training samples are not separable. If a
certain positive sample X1k cannot make X1ku > 1, a posi-
tive slack variable �1k is assigned so that X1pu > 1� �1p.
Meanwhile, a penalty of C�1p is assigned to the objective
function, where C is the user-chosen penalty parameter and
vice versa for the negative samples. Notice that the con-
straints are private training data which are not available for
a centralized SVM solver. Our approach is to split (2) into
two subproblems with their own constraints and an addi-
tional constraint u1 ¼ u2 as:

min
u1;�1�0

1

4
uT
1Pu1 þ Ck�1k

s.t. Y1X1u1 � 1� �1;

u1 ¼ u2;

(3a)

min
u2;�2�0

1

4
uT
2Pu2 þ Ck�2k

s.t. Y2X2u2 � 1� �2;

u1 ¼ u2:

(3b)

We can easily show that problem (3) is an identical trans-
formation of problem (2) by substituting u ¼ u1 ¼ u2 and
putting together the constraints [8]. Problem (3a) and (3b)
could be assigned to user1 and user2 accordingly and be

solved by alternatively optimize u1 and u2. u
t
1 and ut

2 might
be very different at the first few iterations, however, they
will slowly reach the consensus as t grows.

To solve this problem, first, we need to find the aug-
mented Lagrange function with the Language multipliers of
f�ig and faig as:

Lðfuig; f�ig; faigÞ ¼
1

4

X
i¼1;2

uT
i Pui þ

X
i;j¼1;2

aT
i ðui � ujÞ

�
X
i¼1;2

�T
i ðYiXiui � 1þ �iÞ þ

X
i;j¼1;2

r

2
kui � ujk2:

(4)

In Eq. (4), we omit the Language multipliers of the
slack variables, which can be canceled out in the Wolfe
dual problem. Here, r

2 kui � ujk2 is the regularization
term, which has two roles: (1) It eliminates the condition
that L is differentiable such that the solution converges
under far more general conditions. (2) By adjusting the
parameter of r, we can trade off the speed of convergence
for better steady-state approximation [8].

L could then be minimized in a cyclic fashion: at each
iteration, L is minimized with respect to one variable
while keeping all other variables fixed. According to
Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [3],
update of the variables at each iteration tþ 1 could be
summarized as follows,

utþ1
i ¼ argminuiLðui; fu

t
j6¼ig; f�t

ig; fat
igÞ;

atþ1
i ¼ at

i þ rðutþ1
i � utþ1

j Þ:
(5)

In (5), ui is calculated through the Wolfe dual problem.

User i is could compute utþ1
i locally, because it is only

related to Xi, Yi, �
t
i and ut

j but have nothing to do with Xj

and Yj. This data isolation property is the essence of our
secure collaborative learning model and the detailed
security analysis will be presented in Section 5). With
KKT conditions and Wolfe dual, detailed iterative
updates are listed in Eq. (6).

�tþ1
i ¼ argmax ��T

i YiXiðPþ 4rIÞ�1XT
i Yi�i

n

þ ½1þ 2YiXiðPþ 4rIÞ�1ðat
i � at

j � 2rut
jÞ�

T�i

o

utþ1
i ¼ 2ðPþ 4rIÞ�1½XT

i Yi�
tþ1
i � ðat

i � at
jÞ þ 2rut

j�
atþ1
i ¼ at

i þ rðutþ1
i � utþ1

j Þ:

(6)
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Generally, the proposed distributed training scheme of a
toy system could be summarized in Algorithm 1. In this
Algorithm, uij ¼ F ðXi;XjÞ is the computation of classifier
uij with Xi as positive training samples and Xj as negative
training samples. qdðA;BÞ is a standard quadratic program-
ming solver that gives the optimal solution of

maxf� 1
2x

TAxþBTxg, and notice that we omit the

constraint of 0 � � � C for brevity. threshold is the user-
defined stopping criteria, a larger threshold results with
fewer iterations while a larger discrepancy between ui and
uj. Theorem 4.1 asserts the convergence of Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Iterative Method to Compute uij

Input: Positive samplesXi, Negative samplesXj

Output: The classifier uijð�Þ
Initial �; u0

i ; u
0
j ;a

0
i ;a

0
j as vectors of all zeros;

A ¼ 2XiðPþ 4rIÞ�1XT
i ;

for t ¼ 0, 1, 2... do
B ¼ 1þ 2XiðPþ 4rIÞ�1ðat

i � at
j � 2rut

jÞ;
�tþ1 ¼ qdðA;BÞ;
utþ1
i ¼ 2ðPþ 4rIÞ�1½XT

i �
tþ1 � ðat

i � at
jÞ þ 2rut

j�;
if jutþ1

i � ut
ij < threshold then

break;
else

atþ1
i ¼ at

i þ rðutþ1
i � utþ1

j Þ;
send utþ1

i and atþ1
i to user j;

request utþ1
j and atþ1

j from user j;
end

end
return utþ1

i ;

Theorem 4.1. By following Algorithm 1, the resulting uij will
converge to the feasible solution u of problem (2) after a certain
number of iterations.

Proof. For the toy system, problem (2) could be written in a
general form as follows:

min
v;u

F1ðu1Þ þ F2ðu2Þ

s.t. Au1 ¼ u2;

u1 2 S1; u2 2 S2:

(7)

In problem (7),F1ð�Þ is the local problem for user1 andF2ð�Þ
is the local problem for user2. A is an identity matrix to
ensure that u1 ¼ u2. It is proved in [8] and [3] that the con-
vergence of problem (7) is guaranteed as long as one of the

following two conditions is true: S1 is bounded; or A
TA is

nonsingular. In our scheme,A is an identity matrix, hence,
u1 and u2 will converge to the same optimal value. tu

4.2 OSNs with Social Contexts

In the previous section, we show how to build a binary
classifier in a toy system with two users. But in practice,
each user may have more than one friend, and thus multi-
class classifiers are required. Generally speaking, a multi-
class classifier is achieved by using one of the two strate-
gies to combine several binary classifiers: one-against-all
(OVA) and one-against-one (OVO). In this section, we ana-
lyze their performance and present mechanisms with the
proper strategy.

4.2.1 Two Strategies and Classifier Reuse

First, let us introduce some notations: we denote user i as
the initiatorwhenXi is used as the positive training samples
and user j as the cooperator when Xj is used as negative
samples. We denote a node i in friendship graph and its
one-hop neighbors as Bi: the neighborhood of i. A personal
FR engine for user i should be trained to distinguish users
in Bi. We use a node i on the friendship graph interchange-
ably with user i.

For the strategy of one-against-all, each user j in Bi are
associated with a binary classifier fjð�Þ by making j initiator
and fk 2 Bi; k 6¼ jg cooperators. Denote Di the degree of user
i, there will be Di þ 1 classifiers and each classifier involves
Di þ 1 users. The cost to build one classifier is hence

Oðn�T a
�D
�
, where Oðn�

�
is the cost of local SVM training

with n training items, T a is number of iterations to converge

and �D is the average degree for a node in friendship graph.

Hence, total cost in one neighborhood is Oðn�T a
�D2
�
.

For the strategy of one-against-one, 1
2
�Dð �Dþ 1Þ toy sys-

tems need to be trained. The cost for each toy system with

two users is Oðn�T o

�
, where Oðn�

�
is the cost of local SVM

training with n training items, T o is number of iterations
to converge. Hence, total cost in one neighborhood is

Oðn�T o
�D2
�
.

Comparing these two strategies, we can see that the only
difference is the term of T a and T o, average number of itera-

tions needed to converge for systems with �D users and two
users, respectively. Intuitively, T o should be much smaller
than T a, because less data is considered. Another factor
makes one-against-one strategy appearing is that we could
reuse classifiers among mutual friends. For example, in
Fig. 2, Tom, Bob and David are mutual friends. When work-
ing in David’s neighborhood, we need to build classifier of
fTom, Bobg and later on, when working in Bob’s neighbor-
hood, we need to build another classifier of fTom, Bobg. We
know that these two classifiers are identical and hence could
be reused. The factor of classifier reuse is highly depend on
number of complete subgraphs, which seems to be very
common over OSNs. According to the data research team
from Facebook, the degrees of separation on Facebook is
3:74, meaning that the average distance between any two

Fig. 2. A one-hop neighbor could also be a two-hop neighbor.
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people is only 3:74 hops on friendship graph. This means
friendship graph contains large numbers of complete sub-
graphs. In comparison, classifiers cannot be reused in the
one-against-all strategy because they are trained with differ-
ent cooperators. The procedure to establish classifiers consid-
ering classifier reuse is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Classifier Computation Algorithm

Initial as Ci ¼ ;; 8i 2 N ;
for i 2 N do
for j 2 Bi do
if uij~Ci then
uij ¼ F ðXi;XjÞ;
uji ¼ �uij;
Ci ¼ fuij; Cig; Cj ¼ fuji; Cjg;

end
end
end
for i 2 N do

for k; j 2 Bijjk 6¼ j do
if ukj~Ck then
ukj ¼ F ðXk;XjÞ;

else
Request ujk from user j;

end
Ci ¼ fujk; Cig;

end
end

According to Algorithm 2, there are two steps to build
classifiers for each neighborhood: first find classifiers of
fself, friendg for each node, then find classifiers of
ffriend, friendg. Notice that the second step is tricky,
because the friend list of the neighborhood owner could
be revealed to all his/her friends. On the other hand,
friends may not know how to communicate with each
other. For this consideration, when building classifiers of
ffriend, friendg, all the local training results are send to
the neighborhood owner, who will coordinate the collabo-
rative training processes by forwarding local training
results to right collaborators. In this manner, friends need
not to know who they are working with and how to talk
with them.

4.2.2 Stranger Detection

When Algorithm 2 is done, user i is able to differentiate all
his friend with classifiers in Ci. The only thing remaining is
to assemble binary classifiers to be a multi-class classifier. In
this paper, we construct a decision tree by arranging binary
classifiers similarly to the DAGSVM [16]. In the original
DAGSVM, the tree nodes contains binary classifiers. Deci-
sions of left or right is made based on output of the tree
nodes and class labels are stored at leaf nodes. But a limita-
tion of DAGSVM is that it is based on a strong assumption:
users on a co-photo are friends, in other words, DAGSVM will
always classify x to be one of the friends. In reality, this is
not the case, we should be prepared of strangers. For exam-
ple, Bob has a co-photo with him and Alice at a popular
attraction spot. It is very likely that random people could be
captured in the photo. False positive errors could be gener-
ated if we try to classify random people as if we know them.

However, detection of strangers (or outliers) is a well-
known difficult problem, because there is no such a class of
stranger has been involved in training. Intuitively, this
stranger class includes everyone other than these in a certain
neighborhood. It requires tons of training samples to
construct such a all-embracing class and we simply cannot
afford to it. However, we observed that a photo of a stranger
could make the binary classifiers to output contradictory deci-
sions. For example, in Fig. 3, a test sample x of Alice cannot
make fADðxÞ > 0 and fTAðxÞ > 0 at the same, otherwise, x
belongs to Alice and doesn’t belongs to Alice at the same
time. Basically, we propose a stranger rejection mechanism
based on the following two assumptions: (1) If a certain
class participates in the training process, its probing sam-
ples never generate contradictory decisions. (2) If a certain
class does not participate in the training process, its probing
samples will make the classifiers to output unpredictable
decisions and may result with contradictory decisions.

Fig. 3 illustrate how DAGSVM is extended to capture
contradictory decisions by adding more tree nodes. In this
extended decision tree, if a probing sample passes all the
classifiers of one class, it is assigned to this class, otherwise,
it is classified to be a stranger. Theorem 4.2 states correct-
ness of this design.

Theorem 4.2. Assuming a probing sample x is traveling through
the DAG decision tree and gets the destination class i, then the
only possible class for x to pass all its tests is i.

Proof. The DAG decision tree is based on the exclusive
method. Each tree node test will rule out a wrong class.
Then, at the leaf node, only one possible class remains. If
a sample x exists such that the DAG decision is i while it
could pass all the tests of class j, we will get the conflict-
ing result that fijðxÞ > 0 and fijðxÞ < 0. Hence, the only
possible class of x is the DAG decision class i. tu

Notice that the proposed stranger detection scheme
brings trivial extra storage cost and computation cost to
travel through the tree, which are still Oð �D2

�
and Oð �D

�
,

respectively.

4.3 Scalability

To make our system design scalable, we need to consider
the following two cases: (1) The private photo setXi and the
corresponding labels Yi may change over time as Xt

i and Y t
i .

This happens when the appearance of user i has changed,

Fig. 3. Improved decision tree.
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or the photos in the training set are modified (adding new
images or deleting existing images). (2) The friendship
graph may change over time. For example, when a user
moves to another city for work or study, new friends should
be added to friendship graph.

For the first case, when Xi is changing, then all the classi-
fiers related to Xi in Algorithm 2 should change. We can
modify the iterations in (6) as

�tþ1
i ¼ argmaxf��T

i Y
tþ1
i Xtþ1

i ðPþ 4rIÞ�1Xtþ1
i Y tþ1

i �i

þ ½1þ 2Y tþ1
i Xtþ1

i ðPþ 4rIÞ�1ðat
i � at

j � 2rutjÞ�
T�ig

utþ1
i ¼ 2ðPþ 4rIÞ�1½Y tþ1

i Xtþ1
i �tþ1

i � ðat
i � at

jÞ þ 2rut
j�

atþ1
i ¼ at

i þ rðutþ1
i � utþ1

j Þ:
(8)

In Eq. (8), the private training set Xi now is a variable
over time. At each iteration t, local training results are calcu-

lated with the current training set Xt
i . Intuitively, the train-

ing set Xi varies in a much slower rate than the iterative
updates of parameters. In other words, we assume that Xi

remain invariant across a sufficient number of iterations,
during which the resulting uij will closely track the optimal
classifier between the training sets.

If the social circle of a user is changed, his/her personal FR
engine should also be modified. If this modification is made
by adding a new friend, new classifiers should be computed
or reused by following Algorithm 2. After that, the existing
decision tree could be extended by adding tree nodes with
these new classifiers. If the modification is generated by
removing the friendship, one just need to remove all the cor-
responding classifiers and reassemble his/her decision tree.

5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the performance analysis of our
scheme. In the first section, we analyze the computational
complexity of our FR system and comparisons with other
two possible approaches. In the second section, the detailed
privacy analysis is presented.

5.1 Benefits of Our Design

In this section, we describe the expected computational
complexity of three approaches: centralized solution, one-
against-all strategy and our approach. The notations
involved are: N is the number nodes and �D is the average
degree of friendship graph, n and p are parameters of pri-
vate training dataX, denote number of training records and
length of each training record, respectively.

� Centralized approach has a centralized FR engine in
charge of recognizing all users over a large OSN. To
protect the training photos, a privacy-preserving

SVM training method [25] is used. In this approach,
Goethals et al. use secure dot product protocols [9]
to evaluate kernel matrix of SVM. The computational
cost for the secure dot product protocol based on
homomorphic encryption is Oðplogm

�
, where m is

the value of the exponent. SVM kernel matrix is com-

posed of ðNnÞ2 dot products, hence the total cost is

OðN�þ1n�
�
þOðN3n2plogm

�
, where � is a factor

between 2 and 3.
� One-against-all approach decompose the friendship

graph and use our proposed consensus-based train-
ing method to perform collaborative training. As we
discussed in the previous section, at each iteration,
local SVM problem only deals with a training set
of size n� p. Hence, computational cost is

OðT aðn� þ n2pÞ
�
	 OðnT a�

�
. There are �D2 local train-

ing problems to find �D classifiers for one neighbor-
hood. Hence the total cost for N neighborhoods is

OðN �D2T an
�
�
.

� One-against-one: The analysis of this approach is sim-
ilar to the one-against-all approach, except that the
average rounds in one training process should be
much less, due to the fact that there are only two par-
ticipants instead of �Dþ 1 ones. If we consider the
complete subgraph in the friendship graph, the

expected cost should be less than OðN �D2T on
�
�
.

A theoretical comparison of the three approaches are
listed in Table. 1. We can see that the distributed solutions
with context information can greatly reduce the computa-
tion. Meanwhile, among the two distributed approaches, the
proposed approach should be much more efficient than
using the one-against-all approach. In Section 6, we will fur-
ther demonstrate one-against-one strategy ismuchmore effi-
cient than one-against-all strategywith numerical results.

5.2 Security Analysis

In this paper, private information of a user is considered as
his/hers privacy and exposure policies; friend list and the
private training data set Xa. In the rest of this section, we
show how these private information are protected from a
semi-honest adversary.

Privacy and exposure policies. In 1, access policy of x is
determined by the intersection of owner’s privacy policy
and co-owners’ exposure policy. In [10], Kissner and Song
proposed privacy-preserving set operations including set
intersection by employing the mathematical properties of
polynomials. We can directly adopt their scheme to find the
access policy S.

Friend list. Basically, in our proposed one-against-one
strategy a user needs to establish classifiers between fself,
friendg and ffriend, friendg also known as the two loops

TABLE 1
Theoretical Comparison of the Three Approaches

complexity Privacy-preserving Stranger detection

Centralized OðN�þ1n�
�

@ �
OVA OðN �D2T an

�
�

@ �
Our approach OðN �D2T on

�
�

@ @
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in Algorithm 2. During the first loop, there is no privacy
concerns of Alice’s friend list because friendship graph is
undirected. However, in the second loop, Alice need to
coordinate all her friends to build classifiers between
them. According to our protocol, her friends only com-
municate with her and they have no idea of what they
are computing for.

Friend list could also be revealed during the classifier
reuse stage. For example, suppose Alice want to find ubt

between Bob and Tom, which has already been computed
by Bob. Alice will first query user k to see if ukj has
already been computed. If this query is made in plaintext,
Bob immediately knows Alice and Bob are friends. To
address this problem, Alice will first make a list for
desired classifiers use private set operations in [10] to
query against her neighbors’ classifiers lists one by one.
Classifiers in the intersection part will be reused. Notice
that even with this protection, mutual friends between
Alice and Bob are still revealed to Bob, this is the trade-
off we made for classifiers reuse. Actually, OSNs like
Facebook shows mutual friends anyway and there is no
such privacy setting as “hide mutual friends”.

Private training sets. We assume that Alice and Bob in a
toy system are semi-honest. They will follow the protocol
but are so curious that they store all the exchanged data and
try to trace back others’ private training sets. The analysis is
done on behalf of Alice (Alice stores all the data and tries to
find the private photo set of Bob Xb) and the analysis for
Bob is similar. To show the private training sets are secure,
we only need to show that during the T o rounds of parame-
ter exchanges, an adversary cannot reverse engineer X of
the other user. After T o rounds of parameter exchange,
information available to Alice is fut

b;a
t
bg, for t ¼ 1:::T o. Her

goal is to find an Nb � ðpþ 1Þ matrix Xb with Nb � p
unknowns. Alice is familiar with the training mechanism
and she knows that the parameters at hand have the rela-
tionship as follows:

A ¼ 2Xbc
�1XT

b ; (9)

XT
b � ¼ cutb þ d; (10)

B ¼ 1þXbc
�1d; (11)

� ¼ arg min
0���C

2

1

2
�TA�þBT�; (12)

where c ¼ 2ðPþ 4rIÞ�1, d ¼ at
b � at

a � 2rut
a could be com-

puted accordingly for each iteration. Notice that the value
of � comes from the quadratic optimization problem (12), in
which A is a fixed matrix determined by Xb, B is changing
by iterations. We need to show that, with multiple fB; ubg
tuples, Alice cannot get any information of Xb. To solve the
quadratic optimization problem (12), we need to first find
its Lagrange function:

L ¼ 1

2
�TA�þBT�þ tT �� C

2

� �
� nT�; (13)

where t and n are Lagrangemultipliers. The solution of prob-
lem (12) could be obtained through the KKT conditions:

�A�� t þ n ¼ BT (14)

tT �� C

2

� �
¼ 0 (15)

nT� ¼ 0

0 � � � C

2
; n; t � 0:

(16)

With (9) and (10), (14) can be written as

�Xbðc � ut
b þ dÞ � t þ n ¼ B: (17)

If the parameters fc; ut
b; d; B; t; ng are known to Alice, she

can get Nb equations, one for each training sample at Bob.
With more than p iterations, she should be able to recover
Xb by having enough equations to find out Nb � p
unknowns. However, the Lagrange multipliers t and n are
calculated when Bob is trying to solve problem (12) at each
iteration and he will not reveal these parameters to Alice. t
and n are easy to compute for Bob with matrix A, but it is
hard to make a reasonable guess for Alice. In this way, at
each iteration, by revealing Nb equations, 2Nb unknowns
are introduced. Alice could never have enough equations to
find outXb.

From another point of view, the information available to
Alice is that support vectors of Bob are sitting on a p dimen-
sion hyperplane (ub). One support vector could be found by
intersecting p such hyperplanes. However, Bob will never
tell Alice which hyperplane contain which support vectors,
hence, Alice could not form the proper linear equations to
solve a support vector. For these non-support vector train-
ing samples, the only information for Alice is that those
samples are laying on the opposite side of the hyperplane,
Alice have no clue of where they are.

6 EVALUATION

Our system is evaluated with two criteria: network-wide
performance and facial recognition performance. The former
is used to capture the real-world performance of our design
on large-scale OSNs in terms of computation cost, while the
latter is an important factor for the user experience. In this
section, we will describe our Android implementation first
and then the experiments to evaluate these two criteria.

6.1 Implementation

Our prototype application is implemented on Google Nexus
7 tablets with Android 4.2 Jelly Bean (API level 17) and
Facebook SDK. We use OpenCV Library 2.4.6 to carry out
the face detection and Eigenface method to carry out the FR.
Fig. 4 shows the graphical user interface (GUI). A log in/out
button could be used for log in/outwith Facebook. After log-
ging in, a greeting message and the profile picture will be
shown. Our prototype works in three modes: a setup mode,
a sleepingmode and aworkingmode.

Running in the setup mode, the program is working
towards the establishment of the decision tree. For this pur-
pose, the private training set Xi and neighborhood Bi need
to be specified. Xi could be specified by the user with the
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button “Private training set”. When it is pressed, photos in
the smart phone galleries could be selected and added toXi.
To setup the neighborhood Bi, at this stage, a user needs to
manually specify the set of “close friends” among their Face-
book friends with the button “Pick friends” as their neigh-
borhood. According to the Facebook statistics, on average a
user has 130 friends, we assume only a small portion of them
are “close friends”. In our application, each user picks up to
30 “close friends”. Notice that all the selected friends are
required to install our application to carry out the collabora-
tive training.WithXi and Bi specified, the setupmode could
be activated by pressing the button “Start”. Key operations
and the data flow in this mode are enclosed by a yellow
dashed box on the system architecture Fig. 4.

During the training process, a socket is established
exchange local training results. After the classifiers are
obtained, decision tree is constructed and the program
switches from the setup mode to the sleeping mode. Face-
book allows us to create a list of friends such as “close
friends” or “Acquaintances”. We can share a photo only to
friends on list. According to the proposed scheme, this
friend list should be intersection of owner’s privacy policy
and co-owners’ exposure policies. However, in Facebook
API, friend lists are read-only items, they cannot be created
or updated through the current API. That means we cannot
customize a friend list to share a co-photo. Currently, when
the button “Post Photo” is pressed, co-owners of x are iden-
tified, then notifications along with x are send to the co-
owners to request permissions. If they all agree to post x, x
will be shared on the owner’s page like a normal photo. In
this sense, users could specify their privacy policy but their
exposure policies are either everybody on earth or nobody
depending on their attitude toward x. The data flow for a
photo posting activity is illustrated by the solid red arrows.
After the requests are sent out, the program will go back to
the sleeping mode. If Xi or Bi is modified, the program will
be invoked to the setup mode. In this case, the operations in
the yellow dashed box will be performed again and decision
tree will be updated.

6.2 Network-Wide Performance

At this stage, a large number of users are absent for us to
carry out the network-wide evaluation. We simulate a real-
life social network with the small-world network [24].

The simulations are conducted on a desktop with Intel i3
550 3.4 GHz and 4.0 GB memory. We use the database of
“Face Recognition Data, University of Essex, UK” to assign
training set for each simulated users. The database contains
photos for 395 individuals and 20 images per individual
with varying poses and facial expressions. Users are
assigned with photos from the same individual randomly.

In a small world network, there are three input param-
eters: the total number of vertex N , the average node

degree �D and rewire probability p. In the rest of this sec-

tion, we use �D and the number of neighbors interchange-
ably to denote the average number of users in one’s
neighborhood. To construct a small-world network, first
we arrange the vertices and connect them in a ring. Then

we connect every vertex with its �D nearest neighbors.
Finally, for each vertex, with probability p, its existing
edge is rewired with another randomly selected vertex. It
is shown in [14] that the rewire probability is highly
related to the geodesic distance (the average shortest dis-
tance between any two vertices). We want to show that in
a small-world network, there exist a lot of complete sub-
graphs, which greatly reduces the setup time by reusing
the existing classifiers. Due to resource limitations, we
simulate on a network with 3,000 vertices. The computa-
tion cost is measured by the total computation time.

Figs. 5 and 7 plot our simulation results in a network of
3,000 nodes with a fixed rewire probability of 0.3 and a vary-
ing �D from 6 to 18. Specifically, as in Fig. 5, the one-against-
all approach and our proposed one-against-one approach
are compared in terms of total computation cost. We can see
that the computation cost of the proposed OVO approach is
much lower and the efficiency gain is increasing with num-
ber of neighbors. In the previous section, we argued that this
phenomenon is caused by two reasons: first, the average
number of iterations to converge in our OVO approach
should be much smaller; second, the classifiers could be
reusedwith the existence of complete subgraphs.

Fig. 6 illustrates the results for the computation cost and
the average number of iterations, which are increasing with
the number of participants. In this simulation, each user has
20 training samples and each sample is a vector of 20 fea-
tures. The stopping criteria is set to be 5 percent, which
means the algorithm will return ui if its variation is less
than 5 percent between two adjacent iterations. On the one

Fig. 4. System structure of our application.
Fig. 5. Total computation cost and the efficiency gain against the number
of neighbors.
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hand, we can see from Fig. 6 that for two users, it only takes
less than five iterations to converge, while for 30 users, it
takes more than 30 iterations. Moreover, for 30 users, each
iteration involves 30 users, both the computation and com-
munication cost are much higher than the case where there
are only two users. As a result, the training time in total for
30 users is 100 times more than that for two users.

The probability of classifier reuse is studied in Fig. 7, in
which we plot the probability of reuse together against the
average shortest distance. By reusing a classifier, we mean
that when user i and user j attempt to compute a classifier
uij, instead of conducting the iterative algorithm immedi-
ately, they first try to look up at the local table. If uij exists
in the table, this classifier could be reused. Fig. 7 shows that
with a small average shortest distance, the reuse probability
is high because a smaller distance between vertices means
the vertices are “well connected”, in which a complete sub-
graph is more likely to exist.

6.3 Facial Recognition Performance

In this section, we study the recognition ratio against the
number of friends and the number of strangers. Standard
face detection in [23] is used for face detection and eigenface
[22] is used to extract features and vectorize the training
image. However, the standard eigenface method is a
centralized approach, it may not be applicable to our dis-
tributed case. To address this, we assume principle compo-
nents have already been extract to form a vector space S.
User’s facial photos are projected into this space as feature
vectors. Based on our simulation results, we find that this

modification is reasonable due to the fact that the important
features on human face lie on only a few directions. Facial
feature extraction is beyond the scope of this paper. Better
facial feature extraction method can be applied to our sys-
tem to obtain a better recognition ratio.

In Fig. 8, we show the recognition ratios of our proposed
scheme and the scheme with DAG decision tree. As in
Fig. 8a, when there are no strangers, both our proposed
scheme and the DAG scheme could achieve very high recog-
nition ratio of more than 80 percent when the number of
users is fewer than 30. While in Fig. 8b, among the users,
10 percent of them are strangers, we can see that the recogni-
tion ratio of our scheme has a higher recognition ratio than
the DAG scheme by 5 percent. The reason is that our scheme
is able to reject strangers. The solid line on each figure repre-
sents recognition ratio of strangers ps, which is increasing
with number of users. Intuitively, if there are more users,
there will be more classifiers and the chance that a stranger
gets contradictory decisions will be higher. Fig. 8c shows a
similar case where there are 30 percent strangers. In
this case, our scheme outperforms the DAG scheme by
10 percent in terms of recognition ratio. This is achieved by
the ability of identifying strangers. With 30 users, the proba-
bility of identifying a stranger is around 35 percent.

Another criterion to measure the performance is the
false positive rate. In the previous section we argued that
a false positive recognition will reveal the test image to
the wrong person. Thus, a low false positive rate is desir-
able. If there are no strangers, the false positive rate is
only determined by the recognition accuracy. If there are

Fig. 6. The average training time and iterations against the number of
neighbors. Fig. 7. the average shortest distance and knowledge reuse probability

against average degree.

Fig. 8. Recognition ratio with varying number of users.
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strangers, the false positive is also determined by misclas-
sification of the strangers. Fig. 9 illustrates both false posi-
tive rate and false negative rate of our scheme and the
DAG scheme. We observe that false positive rate of our
scheme is 10 percent lower than original DAG scheme on
average. Notice that false negative recognitions could also
be introduced by our stranger detection scheme, accord-
ing to Fig. 9, the more users, the higher chance a user is
recognized as a stranger.

7 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Photo sharing is one of the most popular features in online
social networks such as Facebook. Unfortunately, careless
photo postingmay reveal privacy of individuals in a posted
photo. To curb the privacy leakage, we proposed to enable
individuals potentially in a photo to give the permissions
before posting a co-photo. We designed a privacy-preserv-
ing FR system to identify individuals in a co-photo. The
proposed system is featured with low computation cost
and confidentiality of the training set. Theoretical analysis
and experiments were conducted to show effectiveness
and efficiency of the proposed scheme. We expect that our
proposed scheme be very useful in protecting users’ pri-
vacy in photo/image sharing over online social networks.
However, there always exist trade-off between privacy and
utility. For example, in our current Android application,
the co-photo could only be post with permission of all the
co-owners. Latency introduced in this process will greatly
impact user experience of OSNs. More over, local FR train-
ing will drain battery quickly. Our future work could be
how to move the proposed training schemes to personal
clouds like Dropbox and/or iCloud.
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